LECTURE IV.
SINGLE-ENERGY TRANSIENTS UST ALTERNATING-
CURRENT CIRCUITS,
17. Whenever the conclitionB of an electric circuit are changed
in such a manner as to require a change of stored energy, a tradi-
tion period appears, during which the stored energy adjusts itself
from the condition existing before the change to the condition
after the change* The currents in the circuit during the transit ion
period can be considered an consisting; of the* superposition of
the permanent current, corresponding to the conditions after tint
change, and a transient current, which connect** the current value
before the change with that brought about by the change*. That
is, if ii = current existing in the circuit immediately before, and
thus at the moment of the change of circuit condition, ami 4 -"!
current which should exist at the moment of change in accordance
with the circuit condition after the changes them the actual current
ii can be considered an consisting of a part or component As nnd a
component %\ — is « tV The former, /§> in permanent, as result-
ing from the established circuit condition. The current compo-
nent io, however, is not produced by any power supply, but is a
remnant of the previous circuit condition, that is h transient, und
therefore gradually decreases in the manner hh diHcuriHC'd iu parti-
graph 13, that in, with a duration T - *- •
The permanent current '4 may be continuous or AltwnatinK, or
may be a changing current, m a transient of long duration, etc.
The same reasoning applies to the voltage, magnetic flux, etc%
Thus, let, in an alternating-current circuit travernwi by current
5i, in Fig. ISA, the conditions bo changed, at the* moment if « 0,
30 as to produce the current i*   The iiwfamtaueouH value of the
current ii at the moment t » 0 can. be considered &h consisting
>f the instantaneous value of the ponnancmt current /«» shown
iotted, and the transient t*0 - ii - t«,   Tlio latter gradually dim
lown, with the duration T « -, on the usual oxponontiiU trim-

